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From what, the colonisers, do to their own people, one, can conclude, the severity and the
extent of the atrocities that, the colonisers, are actually perpetrating against the indigenous
citizens, like the Greeks, of the colonised Nations and also the kind of the mentality which the
colonising non-uniformed army’s members embed, meening, the colonising-settlers’ mentality.

Christos Boumpoulis

economist

(Ex-FBI Whistleblower, Lawyer, Judge) Geral Sosbee Statement on FBI/CIA/NSA’s Global
Intelligence Stalking Operations

From Ramola D Interview with Barbara Hartley (Report # 64, April 20, 2018): “CIA
Whistleblower Reports COINTELPRO Crimes & Ted Gunderson’s Role”

Ex-FBI Whistleblower, Geral Sosbee, statement in letter to Barbara Hartwell:

“If the intelligence community is not stopped from their unconscionable crimes now, then future
victims are truly doomed by expanding and unimaginable crimes that the public is programmed
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to accept as normal. Public policy then becomes the invisible law authorizing genocide and
global crimes against humanity. Perhaps such future is now upon us.

The main point that I believe all people need to realize with regard to targets of FBI-CIA- NSA
“neutralization” campaigns, which today includes ordinary citizens with no connections to
government operations, is this:

I have uncovered this big secret by which these federal agencies take over lives, torture, and kill
people. Federal Magistrate Judges (FMJ) arm the FBI with secret, sealed, civil court orders
citing obscure federal regulations that even attorneys are not familiar with. These orders are
effective wherever the targets travel globally. The orders are modified whenever FBI forces any
type of reaction to their assaults on targets. Any sign of neurosis in a beleaguered target is
presented ex parte to the FMJ for horrendous assault and attempt on his/her life.

Remember that the FMJ owe their jobs (starting annual salary around $200,000) and their
careers to FBI. The FMJ permits or entertains FBI secret ex parte meetings where fraudulent
data is offered in order for FBI to institutionalize or imprison the target.

(FBI Director, J. Edgar) Hoover’s statement: “neutralize them.”

The FBI then further terrorize the target by poisonings, pumping toxic fumes into the target’s
residence, attacking the target with a variety of bio-chemical-viral agents, and DEW-ELF military
weaponry. Everywhere the target goes, he/she is marginalized, demonized, and endures
character assassination based on these secret, civil court orders. No constitutional protections
from civil abuse apply.

In my case, the FBI hijacked my life in revenge using a secret FMJ court in El Paso, Texas, in
1988. From that moment to now, my life is a living hell. I was homeless for a decade. For the
past 25 years, I have been forced to move about 30 times from one apartment to another. The
FBI engages drug dealers, common criminals, and foreign nationals to assault, harass, and try
to pick a fight with me. All government employees engage in harassment and threats when I
meet them. (ICE, DHS, IRS, US Marshall, US Border Patrol, police, Texas and DPS, and Work
Force Commission.) Senator John Kornan, etc., helped FBI terrorize me. Even local police and
their private security guards eagerly pick on me for their FBI friends.
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Any attempt to flee the USA is a hopeless exercise because all governments honor the FMJ
secret orders against targets. (See my experiences in Thailand.)

The goal is to provoke a violent response from the target and then to present to the insane FMJ
a recommendation for hospitalization in a mental ward or imprisonment in jail with coordination
with controlled district attorneys.

Recently, thugs have assaulted me in the mall, in movie theatres, in grocery stores, libraries,
and on the streets. FBI operatives also assault me with their cars in traffic and then speed off in
the opposite direction. A few nights ago when I and my wife were strolling, two FBI thugs
described below stalked and assaulted us in their late model Ford truck. (Hispanic male, 25
years, 160 pounds; Hispanic female, 25 years, 5’6”, 170 pounds.) The male pulled out his smart
phone and tried to engage us in his gibberish; the female remained quiet as though she was a
witness. Finally, after about four minutes, I asked my wife why the two thugs stopped to truck to
speak with us. . . I could not hear due of the loss of hearing caused by my hearing aid).

My wife responded that the Hispanic male was crazy and pretended to need money. The female
sat stupidly listening….. “

Barbara Hartwell: This the kind of thing that goes on and on. It’s like he can’t go anywhere
without being accosted by these thugs. They are trying to do an “extreme provocation.” To
provoke to say something and they’ll record what he says… oh, he’s hostile, or whatever.

Ramola D: I think what Geral is describing here is political persecution to a T of the kind that
Solzhenitsyn was describing in the Soviet Union.

Barbara Hartwell: Exactly. It’s the same m.o. I have debriefed people from Soviet gulags who
told me the kind of things that happened to them. And these are exactly the same kind of
tactics. But it even gets worse…. This involves toxic fumes being pumped in through the air
conditioning or heating systems. This is a total horror.
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Geral Sosbee: In 1998, while I lived in El Paso, Texas, my tenant, Jane Hatley, was murdered
by toxic fumes which FBI operatives directed at me. Hatley had just moved into my rental
property which the FBI thought I was inhabiting. No one except Hatley and me knew that I
relocated overnight to a new temporary residence in order to escape terrorist assaults by the
FBI/CIA in El Paso.

Two prominent citizens in El Paso had direct connections to and received benefits, including
money, from FBI/CIA. They are accessories to the murder of Jane Hatley. All of these crimes,
with FMJ acting as principals with FBI, are ongoing this minute against me and perhaps
thousands of others.

My coronary artery disease and other injuries are directly related to FBI attempts on my life.

Our nation and all the world must discover the unconscionable crimes ongoing by FBI and CIA
and demand USA to stop them. This is truly a tipping in world and perhaps evolutionary history.
Abominations by FBI, CIA, MI5-6, Suritee, SS, etc. abound globally and their targets have little
or no support from the general population which sometimes eagerly joins in in the atrocities
delivered on targets.”

Ramola D: Geral is reporting attempted murder on several different occasions emanating from
the FBI/CIA.

Barbara Hartwell: And what he’s reporting is happening to a number of us. These kind of
operations are the “slow kill.” The effects of these weapons, whether they are chemical or
biological or whatever, are degenerative over time.

Ramola D: It is also the US military and US Air Force and US Navy groups that are involved in
running weapons testing programs, bio-behavior programs, all sorts of social engineering,
robotics, artificial intelligence experiments….. So they put people like me a writer under
surveillance… and then human trafficking them into these military programs which permits them
to assault us 24/7.
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https://www.gangstalkingmindcontrolcults.com/ex-fbi-whistleblower-lawyer-judge-geral-sosbeestatement-on-global-intelligence-stalking-operations/

Ex-FBI Whistleblower, Geral Sosbee: FBI/CIA/DOD Responsible For Collapse of
Constitutional Government of USA; Calls for New Nuremberg Trial

ETK Introduction: While ex-FBI whistleblower, Geral Sosbee’s well-documented claims
regarding long-term “fbi”/”cia”/”dod” criminal subversion of Constitutional Government are
true(!), recall that these entities are a “bureau,” an “agency,” and a “department,” respectively.
They take orders from and work for higher ups! Specifically, the “cia,” which generally speaking,
controls the “fbi,” “dod” (pentagon), and innumerable other federal, state agencies, corporations,
foundations, front organizations, etc. does the bidding of Wall Street/City of London and it takes
its marching orders from the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), which is comprised of about
80% Jews. CFR, in turn, is the American extension of Britain’s Royal Institute for International
Affairs (RIIA; Round Table Group), which works in coordination with think tanks, the Tavistock
Institute of Human Affairs (world brainwashing center), British Intelligence, and a host of secret
societies (Freemasons, etc.), corporations, mafia, and front companies ultimately controlled by
the Rothschild, Rockefeller and other Illuminati-Black Nobility families, including the British
Royal Family. The Committee of 300 (formerly British East India Company) fronts for and often
coordinates these interests. Considerable research supports the conclusion that the top elite
families do the bidding of their god, Lucifer. Hence, the proposition that the “cia”/”fbi”/”dod” are
the primary culprits, while certainly valid and seems to this researcher an excellent beginning,
may also constitute a “limited hangout.” On this website, I have many articles that identify the
“controllers.”

Memorial Day, May 28, 2018: The United States of America Has Fallen: Collapse of
Constitutional Government of The United States of America & The Responsibility For The
Collapse (FBI/CIA/DOD); Call for New Nuremberg Trial

by Geral Sosbee, Ex-FBI Whistleblower
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Geral Sosbee, FBI whistleblower, Vietnam War veteran, attorney, judge, English professor and
Special Agent with integrity who spoke out against wrongful practices in the FBI in the ’70s and
was forced to resign under threat of psychiatric incarceration—apparently a popular MO among
US Intelligence and Security agencies, not to mention Military branches, and who was
excessively and cruelly targeted with COINTELPRO and anti-personnel high-tech weaponry
after he left (of the kind reported from Cuba and China, which the US likes to deny exists),
reporting a lifetime of such egregiously persecutory treatment, spells out succinctly the current
situation inside the united States of America, where fascism, totalitarianism, and Communism
have taken hold—not just directed against him, but all of us as well.

With this recent post of his on the collapse of the Constitutional government, which he has
noted in an email is a report he has published earlier but which has continually been “deleted
everywhere by the FBI,” I also post below clarifying reports he has published and recently
shared, on the nature of the FBI, CIA, DHS, their relationships to US Military agencies and
groups, how these effectively function together, and under whose overarching authority, his
candid appeal to the United States Congress from 2002, his recent update from last week on
his own situation and assessment of the country’s affairs today, and his call for a second
Nuremberg-type trial.

Attempting to clarify his habitual reference to the FBI as the fbi, I queried the reason. I post his
brilliant and elucidating response below as preface—a response which I think offers Americans
a clearer lens through which to gauge, absorb, and comprehend the true nature of this secretive
and authoritarian agency, putting into perspective what exactly it is doing currently and has
been doing since its inception.

Many thanks to this extraordinary whistleblower with towering intellect and superior writing
power who continues to speak out and call attention to Crimes Against Humanity and who is
unafraid to name and shame the parties involved.

On this Memorial Day, perhaps we should collectively reflect on the fact that the United States
of America is no longer a bastion of freedom but seems to have fallen into the clutches of
totalitarian despots sitting inside intelligence and security agencies as well as the military who
are running terror and high-tech operations on the citizenry with absolute impunity. By naming
the crimes and the criminals, perhaps we can also collectively change this situation and bring
the USA back to peace, sanity, harmony, community, justice, meaning, and beauty.
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FBI or fbi?

–Ramola D/Posted 5/28/2018

Email from Geral Sosbee, May 25, 2018:

RAMOLA,

Thanks for your incredible sensitivity to details.

The letters fbi are intended to boldly impact and impress the viewer/reader by implying the great
power and presumed prestige of the nation’s top police authority. These letters flash across
media including in print, tv, movies, etc., as subliminal suggestions to honor, respect and obey
w/o question all cops, but especially the devious and murderous fbi.

I always use the lower case and small font ‘fbi,’ because my readers may deduce, from the
context of my reports, that the fbi group (and individuals) are terrible thugs who control and
shape destructive and insane public policy (and who program many irresponsible and
subservient minds to obey).

The fbi is simply made up of very small, petty and vacant intellects (& criminal schemers) who
deserve to be tried as felons for crimes against humanity. See my report on the need for a
Nuremberg type trial. (Ed. Note: Re-published at the end of this post.)

With respect to the complex needs of emerging homo sapiens, some of us have beneficent
visions of our collective large capacity to achieve a worthy destiny; the fbi represents a
reduction of that vision which, due to fbi/police gratuitous and sadistic violence, often obscures
the human impetus toward the improvement of the human condition. I touched on this in
“Sosbee’s law” in 2002 at:
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http://www.sosbeevfbi.com/specialupdate.html (Ed Note: A highly recommended read, to be
republished here shortly.)

The mental giants among us who offer and try to create a vastly more humane government and
progressive society are not in awe, nor impressed by the letters “fbi” because we see the sorry
agents, operatives, informants and judges (and supporters in the general population) as
deranged little torturers and assassins imbued with inflated views of their own significance.

These fools are like the Wizard of oz who hides true identity behind a fancy facade of false
imagery and elaborate trickery.

Please feel free to use ‘ fbi ‘ any way you like and I am humbled by your care in asking me
about the letters fbi in my reports.

GERAL

CC: BARBARA for info.

Collapse Of Constitutional Government Of The United States Of America; The Responsibility
For The Collapse Of The Constitutional Government of The United States of America

by Geral Sosbee

A report “deleted everywhere by the fbi” originally posted at Portland Indymedia; sent via email
titled “I found a copy of the report deleted everywhere by the fbi” on May 23, 2018
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GSNew Geral Sosbee

The present task is to identify agencies and *individuals of the USA government who are
responsible for the collapse of the constitutional democracy and the simultaneous formation of
the current totalitarian state here.

As may be expected, the criminals and the terrorists of the two premier homicidal groups (i.e.:
the fbi/cia) are also the spearheads of the nation’s global intel operations, both overt and
covert.** Other intel groups take orders (either directly or indirectly) from the fbi and the cia.

Due to the corruption, incompetence and outright felonious mindset of the members of the
fbi/cia, all of the other intel arms of the USA government are unable to protect the country from
the mounting threats by persons and countries who seek to stop this nation’s assault on
Humanity. The reason for the national intel failure, therefore, can be directly attributable to the
fbi/cia and their foolish congressional and presidential Handlers.

See my “URGENT MESSAGE TO THE UNITED STATES CONGRESS”: (Ed. Note:
Reproduced below)

______________________________________________________________

URGENT MESSAGE TO THE UNITED STATES CONGRESS AND TO SENATOR PHIL
GRAMM AND CONGRESSMAN PETE SESSIONS, WASHINGTON, D.C.

FROM: Geral Sosbee

September 1, 2002
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With a profound sense of sadness I hereby advise you, senator gramm and congressman
sessions, and all other government employees (federal, state, and local) who are aware of or
who should be aware of (by virtue of your office and position) the atrocities being committed by
the fbi and the cia (and other similarly chartered and motivated groups) under the name of cover
research, human experimentation, psychological operations, mind control, psychotronics and all
other such so-called hi-tech and electromagnetic experimentations, that you have failed your
people, your country and the people of the world by your decided refusal to stop the atrocities
that I and others present to you in my letters, in this memo, and in my website, http://www.sosb
eevfbi.com.

Specifically, senator gramm and congressman sessions, Ihumbly asked for your help four (4)
years ago as the fbi began its terror campaign against me; you both cowardly refused to help. In
fact your inexcusable conduct cannot be adequately described by the word, ‘coward,’ because
that word often describes one who sees the problem and in breach of duty runs from it; you
each see the problem, pretend to address it and then you abandon those in your charge to
whatever fate the torturers decide.

If we were in a state of war, you both could be charged with desertion in the face of the
enemy.But we are in a state of war, gentlemen;not the one that you and your villainous
colleagues attempt to portray to the world on the popular media, but here at home, now, against
the thugs and the terrorists in the fbi and in the cia who target for slow and torturous death
those persons who dare report fbi/cia crimes and atrocities against mankind the world over. The
cruel killing that I refer to is often accomplished by forcing the target to commit suicide, or by
railroading the target into prison or into mental institutions.

In a sense, I represent the victims of such cruel and torturous abuse (as further described in my
website) both living and dead who cannot mount a defense to the overpowering forces brought
against them by the mental dwarfs in the fbi and in the cia.Few persons have the stroke of good
luck needed to survive the ordeal set upon them by the rogue agencies of our government and
fewer still are able to reach you with cries for help. Therefore, I ask not for your help again, for I
know that you have neither the mental capacity nor the constitutional fortitude to fulfill your
responsibilities to our people; instead I demand that you resign your office, admit to your
complicity (by malign neglect) in the ongoing crimes against humanity (and other offenses) that
you have a duty to check, and further, that you devote the rest of your lives to helping people to
survive (or to overcome the effects of) United States-sponsored terrorism.

Of course I realize that you each will not resign under such dictated terms, but that you will
continue in and out of office to live the fraud that brings us to the present dilemma: how do the
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leaders of a once powerful and respected nation, the United States of America (considering the
degree to which the United States deviated from the basic rules of human decency) admit to
and correct the atrocities committed by its own officers, agents, and elected (& appointed)
officials in every branch of government and at the same time presume to lead all nations and all
peoples of the world toward a brighter tomorrow? The answer is, as you may know, such nation
(the united states) must learn the meaning of humility, accept its responsibility, issue a public
admission of its crimes, and then set out to correct the wrongs in order to fulfill its role as world
leader.

I await your response, as does the rest of the world.

Geral Sosbee

“If ye love wealth better than liberty, the tranquility of servitude better than the animating contest
of freedom, go home from us in peace. We ask not your counsel nor your arms. Crouch down
and lick the hands of those who feed you. May your chains set lightly upon you. May posterity
forget that ye were our countrymen.” – Samuel Adams

______________________________________________________________

As a result of this website and (Geral W. Sosbee vs. fbi, Whistle Blower, ex-FBI Agent of the
United States of America) I have learned that the following intel groups study my material
sometime in an apparent effort to comprehend why the fbi would attempt to frame (or neutralize)
one of their own:

fbi– this group of thugs ostensibly operates under doj, but in reality the fbi is the boss;

cia– this group of assassins is a nation unto itself, operating completely independently of the US
government;
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dhs- homeland security (responsible for many threats and assaults on my person)has an intel
office manned by special agents and others who analyze data;

dea has an intel office for national security matters, but dea is largely controlled by fbi/cia; dea
also pretends to function under the authority of doj;

The various intel groups have their own subgroups which also carry out mission-oriented
objectives globally. For purposes of this report, the reader should understand that the United
States of America is run by the intel services and that these agencies are so completely corrupt
in their operations and influence that no one can touch them.

The names of fbi and cia agents, operatives, thugs, assassins, etc., is a work in progress; see
my sites, newspaper reports, and perform other inquiries to identify the government rat bastards
who look to imprison, torture, kill anyone who stands in their path.

**[Some of the above material is borrowed from the book, “Intelligence and National Security, A
Reference Handbook” by J. Ransom Clark, Praeger Security International, Weatport
Connecticut,2007.]

USA, A Nation On A Collision Course With Its Own Decadent Values

by Geral Sosbee

Current update from Geral Sosbee, first posted at LA IndyMedia, May 24, 2018, re-posted with
permission

No former fbi Special Agent in the 100-year history of fbi has ever documented more effectively
than I the sick, murderous and traitorous culture of that group of assassins who claim to
represent the highest law enforcement group in the country, the fbi.
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For 18 years, I have labored to document fbi atrocities committed against me & others, even
while the fbi and their psychopathic federal magistrate judges et al., tortured and tried to maim
and kill me (often using chemicals, DEW and ELF attacks). Extensive and choreographed
psychological operations are also executed against me 24/7/365 globally, costing tens of
millions of dollars over decades.

Yet, most media including Indymedia groups provide no coverage of my plight. This fact alone is
an indictment of controlled media for cover up of the crimes against humanity that I reference:
systematic torture, forced suicide, covert assassinations, blackmail and many other high crimes
and misdemeanors against Targets of fbi clandestine operations everywhere. fbi

I have learned through my battles with fbi that the agents, operatives, hoodlums, thugs and
murderers are the essence of all fbi operations, even though the fbi puts on a charade of
semi-respectability on popular media. The fbi is in reality a global MAFIA syndicate and most
people fear or idolize them. fbi agents and the federal judges whom fbi control are
small-minded, petty, prejudiced and self-centered egoists who embody the worst traits inherent
in our species. Worse, fbi and all who support them are not interested in truth, justice, human
rights and constitutional values. I have proven these observations over decades of survival
under excruciating attacks by fbi agents and operatives.

My testimony has also stretched back about a half century whereby I show extreme corruption
of fbi and their complete abandonment of respect for the citizens of USA.

Yet, Congress and SCOTUS ignore my pleadings and the overwhelming evidence of the
overthrow of this government by fbi/cia. I am now almost 73 years of age and the fbi continues
their 45 years of retaliation against me, causing serious bodily injuries and life threatening
illness.

I am sad to fight for my life against these psychopaths, but I must continue to the end because
my work, like the efforts of my friends BARBARA HARTWELL & RAMOLA DHARMARAJ is
larger in importance than my suffering. Many may someday benefit from the humanitarian
perspective that I and my associates embrace.
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Today, as fbi thugs follow and assault me regularly I realize that each fbi hoodlum represents a
federal judge; that any response by me to their provocative assaults and attempts on my life, is
immediately reported to the deranged federal judge; and that judge is eager to silence me
because I expose his insanity to the world. (Note that the federal judges in El Paso, and in RGV
Texas exemplify the corruption of our judiciary.) Remember please that God Does Not Bless
This Evil Regime and our people are imprisoned in plain sight by the illusion of an humane
government.

For more data see my websites and see:

https://ttu.academia.edu/geralsosbee

My papers at: http://ttu.academia.edu/geralsosbee

World Intelligence community prevents publication of their atrocities

by Geral Sosbee

Posted originally at Portland Independent Media Center, 23 May 2018,

and referencing police repression of French and German Indymedia:

Indymedia Nantes, Indymedia Grenoble, Linksunten Indymedia

reported by Indymedia.org on 28 Sep, 2017; sent by Geral via email
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May 23, 2018

I believe that all people everywhere on earth are programmed to ignore the crimes of humanity
ongoing now by the intelligence community as spearheaded by fbi/cia and supported by French
Surte, German SS, etc. Indymedia groups in USA ban me, except for Portland Indymedia; fbi
now deletes many of my posts on this forum. Nazi USA and now Nazi Globe are now reality.

As I *previously reported, the fbi and the cia in coordinated effort globally threaten or shut down
Indymedia groups who allow human rights reports in their respective forums.

Below are examples of the joint suppression of free speech by fbi/cia, etc.

From: https://www.indymedia.org/or/index.shtml

1) State Repression Against IMC Grenoble and IMC Nantes

Following the publication of a communiqué claiming responsibility for a fire in a garage at a
Grenoble police depot (gendarmerie) during the night of September 20th/21st, Indymedia
Grenoble and Indymedia Nantes have been threatened by the French police. The
administrators of these sites received emails from the Central Office for the Fight Against Crime
Linked to Information Technology and Communication (OCLCTIC) demanding that the
concerned articles be removed from the sites in under 24 hours, otherwise rendering the sites
liable to blocking and de-referencing.

2) Solidarity with Linksunten Indymedia

Linksunten.indymedia.org, the main independent media website in Germany, was banned by
the German government’s Ministry of Interior on August 25. Maintaining the website and using
its logo are now considered criminal offenses in the country. Linksunten volunteers are being
prosecuted as a “club,” which means that administrators are considered responsible for
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everything that has been published. Administrators are also being accused of being members of
a terrorist association.

Coordination des Groupes Anarchistes writes: This represents a new step in the repression of
our activities and ideas in Europe. The last time something of this significance occurred was in
1995, when the German central power banned the newspaper “Radikal”, which sparked many
demonstrations all over the country, especially in Hamburg. In France, even though some music
bands and anti-authoritarian information websites have been threatened for their lyrics or
articles, we have never experienced such brutal repression against our means of expression
and communication. This attack against a radical and anti-authoritarian information platform
should remind us of the need to pay special attention to the defense of our means of
communication in front of State repression.

Germany Indymedia is collecting donations in support of Linksunten Indymedia.

Traitors Among Us Are fbi

author: GERAL e-mail:e-mail: gsosbee@gmail.com

fbi assassins fear and delete this report from Portland Indymedia.

GERAL SOSBEE former FBI Special Agent, Attorney

Treason is spelled, “f b i”.

I have proven (and now President Trump affirms) that fbi commits treason and that such
unbridled and murderous skulduggery by fbi is a disgrace to the USA.
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Federal Magistrate Judges, et al., join with fbi in subversion of law and society by waging war
against any patriot, or whistleblower, who exposes the ongoing assault on our people and
institutions by fbi and cia. See my papers at:

https://ttu.academia.edu/geralsosbee

My report on the overthrow of USA government by fbi/cia:

http://sosbeevfbi.ning.com/profiles/blogs/united-states-overthrown-from-within

Law:

18 U.S. Code § 2381 – Treason

Whoever, owing allegiance to the United States, levies war against them or adheres to their
enemies, giving them aid and comfort within the United States or elsewhere, is guilty of treason
and shall suffer death, or shall be imprisoned not less than five years and fined under this title
but not less than $10,000; and shall be incapable of holding any office under the United States.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 645, 62 Stat. 807; Pub. L. 103-322, title XXXIII, § 330016(2)(J), Sept. 13,
1994, 108 Stat. 2148.)

I demand a Nuremberg type trial to hold fbi/cia agents, operatives, informants and assassins
accountable for high treason.

http://barbarahartwell.blogspot.com/2008/11/former-fbi-agent-geral-sosbee-calls-for.html?m=1
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Thank you for your attention & and thanks to Portland Indymedia (PI) for allowing me to publish
even while fbi often deletes my posts, harasses PI, and shuts down and otherwise controls Indy
media groups around the world.

PS: fbi increases criminal assaults on me yesterday while I visit VA medical clinic.

FORMER FBI AGENT GERAL SOSBEE CALLS FOR NEW NUREMBERG TRIAL

Re-posted from the post at Barbara Hartwell vs CIA, Nov 12, 2008

Geral Sosbee:

I call for a new Nuremberg Trial to hold individuals of the FBI, CIA, former presidents of the
United States of America, members of Congress, Judges, etc. responsible for crimes against
Humanity and other high crimes and misdemeanors. Consistent with the rules of the
International Military Tribunal a crime against Humanity is defined as:

“Murder, extermination, enslavement, deportation and other inhumane acts committed against
any civilian population, before or during…war; or persecution on political, racial, or religious
grounds in execution of or in connection with any crime within the jurisdiction of the Tribunal,
whether or not in violation of the domestic law of the country where perpetrated.”

Note that crimes against peace are included in the jurisdiction of the Tribunal, even when
crimes against Humanity are committed during times of peace.

Note that the FBI and the CIA routinely torture, kill, falsely imprison, or force suicide upon the
targeted individuals globally, as I have documented in my reports. I am witness to the fact that
the FBI and the CIA inhumanely and regularly torture the targeted person and also force
him/her to live under horrific conditions that could reasonably be expected to lead to suicide
even while the FBI and the CIA agents and operatives watch and record same.
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All United States leaders who participated in the criminal organizations of the fbi and the cia,
with respect to torture, false imprisonment, forced suicide, and other atrocities (such as
non-consensual human medical experimentation) must stand trial as war criminals, or for crimes
against Humanity and crimes against Peace.

Political, military and economics leaders, as well as propaganda directors in the government
and in the mainstream media are subject to indictment for crimes against Humanity. The
operatives of the fbi and the cia who carried out psychoelectronic (and related psychological
operations against human beings) will have a front role seat as defendants at the trial; they will
be particularly identified and exposed for their decades-long involvement in atrocities.

All fbi and cia directors are to be tried; all presidents who condoned or covered up the crimes
will be held liable. All Secretaries of State, Defense, any other agency (such as FDA, HHS,
DOJ) which carried out atrocities committed by the fbi and the cia will be held accountable.

All culpable medical and dental doctors will be tried alongside their Handlers, and government
agents. All other persons, identified by a thorough and objective investigation, who aided or
covered up the atrocities will be called to answer for their crimes against Humanity.

The modern day equivalents of Josef Mengele, Klaus Barbie, Joseph Goebbels and Herman
Goering (all of the Nazi Party) who in the United States participated in the crimes against
Humanity will be identified and tried for their crimes. Names such as Freeh, Rice, Bush,
Cheney, Tenet, Gates, Cornyn, Clinton, etc. will become synonymous with the names of their
German Nazi counterparts of the 1930s.

https://www.gangstalkingmindcontrolcults.com/ex-fbi-lawyer-judge-geral-sosbee-collapse-of-co
nstitutional-government-of-the-u-s-a-call-for-new-nuremberg-trial/
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